My aim when teaching is to help my pupils understand their swing better and
how best to improve it. Because golfers’ swings differ, I tailor each lesson to
suit the individual whether they are a complete beginner, a weekend player
wanting to maintain their handicap or a keen low handicap golfer looking to
improve their golf further.
The High Peak’s excellent weather proof practice facilities at Peak Practice Golf
Driving Range is a perfect place for beginners to learn and for established
golfers to practice their swing off the course. The private teaching booth is a
great place for me to analyse golf swings in detail. The Gasp computer
software that I use allows me to slow down, freeze and compare swings to top
tour pro’s and is also a visual aid for my clients .
After learning the basics of the golf swing at Peak Practice Golf Driving Range
Buxton’s Cavendish Golf Club, one of Derbyshire’s top golf courses offers the
perfect upward transition towards playing a round of golf. It has all the short
game practice facilities required to make your first round on the golf course an
enjoyable experience
Both of the above facilities are based in Buxton, North Derbyshire, which are
easily accessible from Derbyshire, Manchester, Cheshire and Staffordshire.
I carry out coaching sessions at the local schools using Tri Golf which
introduces golf to children of all ages. Group lessons are then offered at the
Cavendish Golf Club where children are taught the basics of the swing whilst
the children who have already got to a good standard are taught using the
video analysis equipment at Peak Practice Driving Range. Many of these
children progress to take the game further by enlisting as Junior Members of
the local golf clubs along with regular visits to Peak Practice Golf Driving Range
to practice and improve their swing.

